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What will shape the
supermarkets of the
future?
Bjorn Thumas of Tomra Food looks at the technologies and trends driving retail
change
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the vanguard of big changes.

demand. And quality and safety standards will
have to be higher than ever.

Consumers’ expectations will rise
In the past consumers might have ignored a
defect or made a complaint only seen by the
grocery chain or food manufacturer, but social
media will change that. A photo of something
like a frog in a bag of lettuce can quickly go viral
and global, reaching enough people to cause
brand damage.
Technology to ensure quality and safety
These opportunities and threats mean that
machines produced by Tomra, the leading
provider of optical food sorting and peeling
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on site. Live data will also help suppliers make
the packaging and transportation of foods more

Widespread food shopping online and fast
deliveries to customers’ front doors will be just
the beginning of this brave new world.
Computer codes and algorithms will also enable
supermarkets to personalise their offering to
customers, using data gathered about shoppers’
individual habits and preferences. The
“Recommended for you” web-page so familiar to
buyers of products such as books and electrical
goods can also direct shoppers towards the
foods they like.
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curious about how their foods are being sourced

Traditional supermarkets fight back against the

These changes align with the forecast growth in

and screened.

online disruptors – and information about

consumer demand for healthier, high-quality

shoppers’ preferences and habits will be an

produce, more choice, and greater convenience –

important weapon. Consumer-facing

a demand which will increase massively as

technologies, such as shopping-cart-mounted

household incomes rise in developing nations,

The growing number of people around the world
with middle-class incomes and lifestyles will
become more aware of food safety and more

Discerning ‘foodies’ will even be able to check
information about the origins and nutritional
value of produce, and to see suggestions for
recipes and food pairings.

time-efficient.

origin, prior to shipment to the supermarket, or
from the on-line dispatching warehouse – can

Supermarkets and specialised grocery stores will

ensure the produce has the desired size and

have the option of reducing on-site running

ripeness without bruising or mould. In addition,

costs by becoming smaller, while dedicating a

sorting equipment at different stages in the

larger proportion of their shelves to displaying

supply chain will be able to provide essential

fresh produce.

information on sizing, quality and other quality
markers.

Another likelihood is that supermarkets will
remain the same size but change in concept,

bringing 70m more people globally into the
middle-class every year.
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